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REMEMBER LOOK UP AND LIVE
Stay outside the 3 metre “no go zone” around, and
above, power lines. Or you could end up 6 feet under.
For further information visit Energy Safe Victoria
www.esv.vic.gov.au or call 03 9203 9700.
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Thanks to everyone who has recently
“liked” ESV on Facebook and helped us
spread our important safety messages
by sharing our posts.
Over the coming weeks, we’re aiming to
make our Facebook messages more targeted
and relevant to our main stakeholders by creating
two new pages—one for electricians and one
for gasfitters.
We plan to use these two new pages
to provide you with safety and technical
information that is most relevant to your work,
while still keeping general safety information
on our corporate Facebook page for the
broader community.
We’ll keep you up to date with issues that
affect your industry and let you know what ESV is
doing in relation to regulations and enforcement.
We hope you’ll use these pages to ask us

The Spring edition of Energysafe contained a
paid advertorial from NECA titled How to keep
electricians employed. The ETU has requested
a right of reply. Neither the response below
nor the original NECA advertorial reflect
the opinion of ESV. EnergySafe regrets
the original publication and will in the future
ensure that all submissions and ads reflect
the main aims of this magazine, which is
to promote safety and education.
By Troy Gray, State Secretary ETU

E info@esv.vic.gov.au
Printed by
Flow Printing
68 Woodlands Drive
Braeside, VIC 3195
Copyright
All material appearing in
EnergySafe is copyright.
Reproduction in whole or in part
is not permissible without the
written permission of EnergySafe
Victoria, depending on the source
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Howsoever arising as a
consequence of use or reliance
upon any advice, representations,
statement, opinion or conclusion
expressed herein is expressly
denied by Energy Safe Victoria
and all persons involved in the
preparation of this publication.
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Letter to the editor

Southbank, VIC 3006
P 03 9203 9700

questions, and utilise the wealth of knowledge
our technical experts can provide.
If you’ve already “liked” us, please email
your name, address and T-shirt size to
info@esv.vic.gov.au and we’ll send you
one of our free Don’t work live T-shirts.
We hope you’ll join the conversation.

In the Spring edition of Energysafe, NECA’s
Latest Industry News included highly
politicised, unsubstantiated claims and fear
mongering for contractors to slash licensed
electricians’ incomes and abolish industrywide safe working practices in Victoria.
The advertisement was authored by
NECA CEO Kevin McCosh.
NECA’s position appears to reflect a lack
of understanding of the construction, electrical
contracting industries or licensed occupations.
The ETU was contacted by a large number
electrical contractors shocked, appalled and outraged
that NECA would use Victoria’s electrical safety
magazine to advocate for the removal of industrywide safety safeguards for employed electricians.
The contents of ETU agreements are central
to protecting the health and safety of electricians,
their co-workers and the public. Moreover, the entire
industry knows that NECA’s position, to set out to
cut electrical contractors’ margins to below existing
industry standards, is to force cuts to safe practices.
ETU Agreements are respected by all parties
as fair and provide efficient processes to meet
operational needs and resolve unexpected issues,
so projects can be delivered on time and budget.
ETU Agreements have provided the conditions
that have underpinned the Victorian construction
sector having the highest rates of productivity
growth, labour productivity growth and profitability
in construction over the past decade (ABS CAT
5260.0.55.02).

Importantly, according to the ABS,
electrical contractors and electricians have not
proportionately increased their share of the profit
they create through higher labour productivity.
That means Victorian electrical contractors
and their employees have already been creating
more profit for project owners, for less cost.
As such, there is no justification for arguing
for a reduction in electricians’ incomes or a
share of the value they create.
While NECA has been begging contractors
to sign non-union agreements, the ETU has
been approached by an unprecedented number
of Victoria’s electrical contractors, seeking to
negotiate agreements, without advice from NECA.
The growing trend is for contractors to walk
away from NECA and deal directly with the union.
The basis for NECA’s fear mongering, that
electrical contractors need to be compliant
with the “pending” Federal Building Code, has
evaporated. Minister Abetz’ proposed “Building
Code” was introduced into federal Parliament
in November 2013, and has spent the last
15 months languishing with all indications it
does not have the support of enough Senators
to become law.
Neither Prime Minister Abbott or Minister
Abetz have presented any rational argument for
why productive, profitable contractors should be
forced by them to abolish successful employment
and operational practices.
There is no justification for a government to
intervene in the minutiae of business operations
the way the proposed Building Code aims to.
There is no evidence the Code would improve
productivity or profitability. Yet it is well appreciated
that the proposed Code would increase red
tape, risk of occupational accidents, promote
uncertainty and conflict, and create a legal
minefield for all industry participants.
We urge NECA members to demand better
representation. NECA members should be entitled to
at least factual legal information and honest advice
on industrial relations law and the status
of legal instruments.
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Man convicted over illegal
smart meter disconnection
By Sharon Rainsbury, Executive Manager
Media and Communications
A 35-year-old man has been convicted
and fined for illegally disconnecting the
smart meter at his Edithvale home.
The man, who can not be named due to a
suppression order, appeared in the Melbourne
Magistrates’ Court on 4 March charged with doing
unlicensed electrical work, failing to comply with
a request for documents, and interfering with
metering equipment “in a manner likely to cause
risk to persons”.
He agreed to plead guilty to the charge of
unlicensed electrical work and the other counts
were withdrawn by ESV.
Chief Magistrate Peter Lauritsen convicted
the man and he was fined $750 and ordered to
pay $11,737 in costs.
The court heard the man was concerned
that a smart meter was installed at his home
on the morning of 12 November 2013, and he
approached the installers in a “belligerent” manner
demanding that the advanced meter be removed
and the old meter returned.
The prosecution summary tendered to the court
said that when the installers explained that they could
not remove the meter, the home owner threatened to
get a hammer and “smash it to pieces”.
The meter subsequently recorded that power
was disconnected at 8.07am and a technician sent
to investigate later that day discovered that the
meter panel had been pulled forward and the live
wires going into the back of the meter had been cut.
Magistrate Lauritsen was told that before the
power was interrupted the home owner made a
telephone call to United Energy’s service centre and,
with numerous profanities, threatened to remove the
meter himself if the electricity provider did not.
Defence lawyer Avi Furstenberg said the
phone conversation clearly showed that the home
owner was “concerned” about the smart meter.
The court heard the home owner did not have
the power reconnected for three months and
this had destroyed his business, which he ran
from home.

Dial Before You
Dig contractors
field day
In February ESV participated in the
Dial Before You Dig contractors safe
excavation field day.
The event gave contractors an opportunity to
catch up with the team from Dial Before You Dig
and their members, along with civil trainers and
locating experts. Held in Werribee, it featured an
excavation challenge and free health checks for
all attendees and raised $1900 for beyondblue.

A dangerous cut: Photos tendered to the court showed where the live wires going into the back of the
advanced meter had been cut while (below) the meter panel was also damaged.

Barrister Robert Squirrell for ESV said
the man’s actions could have had disastrous
consequences if the exposed active wire had
made contact with the metal enclosure as all metal
surfaces in the house would have become live.
In finding the charge proven and recording a
conviction, Magistrate Lauritsen accepted that the
man’s concerns had influenced his reaction to the
meter’s installation.
ESV’s Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon,
said ESV was pleased the court had sent a
message that unlicensed electrical work was
never acceptable.
“This man’s actions could have not only
injured the people within his own home, but also
his neighbours as their homes could have become
live as well,” he said.
“It is never OK to do any sort of electrical
work if you’re not licensed and his actions were
reckless, dangerous and inappropriate.”

ESV’s Electrical Installation Safety division
had a tent and handed out safety information
and merchandise.
ESV has produced new stickers that show
the clearance zones for digging near gas and
electrical infrastructure. The stickers include a
QR code that can be scanned to access the
full guidlines.
Email us to request free stickers and
safety information for your workplace.
	
Click here to request free
stickers and safety information
for your workplace
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Houseboat destroyed
by suspected gas leak

Joining the fun
at Pako Festa
For the second year ESV was a
Community Sponsor of Pako Festa,
Geelong’s annual street festival
that attracts thousands of people
to Pakington St, Geelong West.
This year’s event was held on Saturday
22 February and around 1500 people visited
the ESV stand to grab a free showbag full
of safety information and goodies.
ESV is increasing its attendance
at community events to take our safety
messages directly to Victorians. Our most
recent stop was the East Gippsland Field
Days in Bairnsdale from 1–2 May, where
we reminded everyone of the need to
Look up and live.

Razed: the remains of the houseboat on Lake Eildon that caught fire with twelve people on board.

By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
Four children and a woman were admitted
to hospital after fire destroyed a houseboat
on Lake Eildon in the Easter school holidays.
The cause of the fire is currently being
investigated but it is suspected that LP Gas
from a cylinder ignited.
Around 12 people were on board the
houseboat when the fire started. Two people
were treated for minor injuries.
ESV’s Manager Investigations, David
Witenden, said the houseboat was completely
razed and it was fortunate nobody was killed.

“Houseboats are very popular holiday choices for
families but they can be extremely dangerous if
gas and electrical installations are not compliant
or maintained properly,” he said.
There have been 12 fires on boats this year.
ESV conducts safety audits and recommends
that owners have their vessels checked annually
by a licensed electrician and a registered
gasfitter.
	
Click here to download ESV’s
Houseboat aas and electrical
safety guide and checklist

ProTag PrimeTest Elite
Australia’s Most Advanced Test & Tag System

 High Definition

Colour Display

 In-Built Camera
with Flash

 USB for Data

Up/Down Load

 Bluetooth For

Printer & Scanner

The new ProTag Elite System tests portable appliances & RCDs, takes asset photos,
prints Elite UV resistant test tags & downloads results to PC. Mains & battery powered.
Faster testing & asset management for mining, construction, factories & workshops.

Sydney

Melbourne

Tel 02 9519 3933
Tel 03 9889 0427
Fax 02 9550 1378
Fax 03 9889 0715
email testinst@emona.com.au

Brisbane

Tel 07 3275 2183
Fax 07 3275 2196

Adelaide

Perth

Tel 08 8363 5733
Tel 08 9361 4200
Fax 08 83635799
Fax 08 9361 4300
web www.protag.com.au

EMONA
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Public input helps shape
tree clearance regulations
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
Following a period of public consultation
that finished in January, ESV has published
25 submissions in response to the
Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS) for
the proposed Electricity Safety (Electric
Line Clearance) Regulations 2015.
The proposed regulations, to be made
under the Electricity Safety Act 1998, will
replace the Electricity Safety (Electric Line
Clearance) Regulations 2010, which expire
on 29 June 2015.
The objectives of the proposed regulations
are to prescribe the Code of Practice for electric
line clearance and procedures for standards
and practices for tree cutting or removal in
the vicinity of electric lines, and to minimise
the danger of electric lines causing fire or
electrocution.
Regulatory Impact Statement
The RIS assesses the proposed
regulations as well as identified alternatives
on the basis of ability to reduce bushfire
risks, substantive compliance costs and
administrative burdens.
Submissions in response to the RIS were
received from from the following organisations
and are currently available on the ESV website:
»» AusNet Services
»» Australian Institute of Landscape Architects
»» Brimbank City Council
»» Canterbury Community Action Group
»» CitiPower Pty and Powercor Australia Ltd
»» City of Boroondara
»» City of Greater Geelong
»» City of Kingston
»» City of Monash
»» Council Arboriculture Victoria
»» Country Fire Authority

»» Department of Environment
and Primary Industries
»» Dr Gregory Moore
»» Glenelg Shire Council
»» Greater Dandenong City Council
»» Inner South Metro Mayors’ Forum
»» Jemena Ltd
»» Knox City Council
»» Maroondah City Council
»» Metro Trains Melbourne
»» Mr Howard Templeton
»» Municipal Association of Victoria
»» United Energy and Multinet Gas
»» Victoria Walks Inc
»» Yarra City Council
Balancing safety and amenity
Victoria’s electric line clearance regime
has three key policy goals that apply across
the state: safety, reliability and fire prevention.
The relative level of risk varies across urban
and regional areas. Safety is the core value in
urban areas. This includes the safety of the
general public and all those working in the
vicinity of electric lines, including linesmen
and arborists/vegetation workers.
The Code is based on the general
proposition that there should be no contact
between vegetation and electric lines, but it
allows situations where limited contact may
occur without compromising safety.
Trees will continue to grow and more
are being added to streetscapes every day.
Over the years, the regulations have been
reviewed to incorporate changes in response
to external events (including weather and fire
events), technological developments and key
stakeholder perspectives.
Since 2005, ESV has had responsibility
for administering the regulations and ensuring
compliance with the Code.
The regime accepts that vegetation can

be affected by weather conditions, such
as wind, which can cause branches to
intermittently come into contact with electric
lines. Powerlines are also not static—they
respond to changing environmental conditions
such as temperature and wind, and also
electricity load.
The fundamental principle of the regime is
that contact between vegetation and electric lines
should be prevented as much as possible.

Powerlines
and vegetation
management

A guide to rights and responsibilities

Creating a safer state
with electricity and gas
1

	
Click here to download ESV’s
guide to Powerlines and
vegetation management
(pictured above)

CEDA contemplates future energy grid
ESV was pleased to sponsor a recent
forum organised by CEDA (the Committee
for Economic Development of Australia).
Titled Energy Networks—enabling the
future grid, the forum examined the changing
dynamics of Australian energy markets and
the role of the future grid in energy supply
and usage.
ESV’s Paul Fearon, Victoria’s Director of
Energy Safety, chaired the event, which featured
guest speakers Paula Conboy, the new Chair
of the Australian Energy Regulator, and United
Energy & Multinet Gas CEO Hugh Gleeson,
who discussed the state of the energy market
and how energy businesses can adapt and
innovate their business models.

Innovators: Speakers Hugh Gleeson, CEDA’s Michael Camilleri, Paula Conboy and Paul Fearon.
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Safety
warning
about
butane
lunchbox
cookers
By Jason Treseder, Gas Engineer
ESV has issued a warning not to use butane
canister or “lunchbox” cookers after a
recent investigation found that a number
of these appliances are non-compliant
and may overheat, catch fire or explode.
All non-compliant butane cookers have
now been withdrawn from sale and a number
of unsafe models are being recalled due to
concerns relating to the internal overpressure
safety device, which can result in the butane
cartridge rupturing if it overheats.
What are butane cookers?
Butane cookers are small, portable gas
cookers that are supplied through disposable
butane cartridges. These appliances are portable,
inexpensive and are popular for cooking while
camping or undertaking outdoor activities.
However, this increase in popularity has brought
with it an increase in the number of incidents
involving these appliances that have been
reported to ESV and other gas safety regulatory
authorities over the past few years.
Investigations into the causes of these
incidents have found the use of large pots, frying
pans or barbecue plates, or the use of aluminium
foil or other activities that result in extra heat being
directed onto the gas cartridge are often involved.

Extra heat directed onto the gas cartridge causes
the pressure in the cartridge to increase. If the
heat source is not stopped the gas cartridge can
rupture resulting in an explosion and fire.
This risk is present with butane cookers as
the butane cartridge is located within the body
of the cooker and is relatively close to the burner
and the cooking vessel. To prevent this serious
safety issue all portable butane cookers are tested
to ensure under normal cooking conditions the
temperature of the cartridge does not increase
above ambient. Cookers are required to have
an overpressure safety device that shuts off gas
flow to the burner when the pressure inside the
cartridge reaches an excessive pressure.
This overpressure safety device consists of
a lever system attached to the gas valve such that
when the pressure inside the cartridge exceeds
a set value a pin will extend from the valve and
cause the gas cartridge to eject. This automatically
stops gas flow to the burner and allows the gas to
cool down. The pressure at which this device is
activated is well below the safe operating pressure
of the cartridge and if this device is operating
correctly the gas cartridge should never reach

a point when it is at risk of rupturing.
Due to the number of incidents occurring,
a review of compliance was conducted by ESV
and other gas regulatory authorities. This review
included sample testing of appliances currently
on the market to verify the correct operation of
the overpressure shutoff device.
The review found that a number of appliances
were fitted with safety devices that failed to
operate correctly, which means when the butane
cartridge is overheated the burner can remain
on and heat the gas to an unsafe pressure. In
extreme cases this can cause the gas cartridge
to rupture allowing unburnt gas to escape and
ignite, resulting in potential burns and injury to
surrounding people.
Go to www.recalls.gov.au for details of of all
the models that are being recalled. If you would like
further information, contact ESV on 1800 652 563.
	
Click here to access the full list
of uncertified products that
should not be used
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Don’t get cold feet this winter
By Sharon Rainsbury,
Executive Manager Media
and Communications
ESV has filmed a hard-hitting new
television commercial warning of the
dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning.
The new ad has the simple message
that a faulty gas heater can leave you cold.
It includes a stark image of cold, blue feet with
a toe tag to illustrate that carbon monoxide
poisoning can be fatal.
The ad then shows a wall heater and
central heating units being tested for carbon
monoxide to illustrate how easy it is to get a
licensed gasfitter to service your heater every
two years “to keep your family safe”.
Family tragedy
Created by Melbourne advertising
agency Redhanded, the new ad will be
launched at the start of winter—five years
since Mooroopna brothers Chase and
Tyler Robinson died in their home from
carbon monoxide poisoning.
ESV’s long-running carbon monoxide
awareness ad, featuring the boys’ parents,
Scott and Vanessa Robinson, is running in
cinemas across May.
In the years since this tragic event,
thousands of Victorians have heeded ESV’s
warnings and had their heaters serviced.
But it’s not enough to get your heater
serviced once—it needs to become part of
regular household maintenance and should
be scheduled every two years.

Lights, camera, action: The crew prepares to film
the hard-hitting scene in ESV’s new commercial
that graphically illustrates that CO poisoning can
be deadly, while ESV gas inspector Simon Prouse
(right) shows how a CO test should be done as part
of regular appliance servicing.

	
ESV can supply free brochures
and fridge magnets to remind
your customers of the
importance of regular
appliance servicing. Click
here to email an order.

Growing a culture of safety
through Arborcamp
By Gary Wright, Auditor Safety Systems
ESV took its Don’t put your life on the line
message directly to vegetation workers
when it attended Arborcamp in February.
Arborcamp is Victoria’s peak arboriculture
conference. It is convened annually by the
Victorian Tree Industry Organisation and this
year was held at Gembrook’s Gilwell Park.
ESV’s Rob Oldfield and Jim Robinson
delivered a safety seminar to around 80 arborists
from around the state. Their presentation
emphasised the effects of electricity on the
human body, the legislative framework, training
requirements for vegetation workers and safety
rules that apply when working in different
scenarios and for different categories of clients.
A comprehensive Q&A session followed
that highlighted the need for a forum to promote
suitable industry training, hazard awareness and
the establishment of sound, safe work practices
when working near electrical assets.

Don’t put your life on the line
ESV launched its Don’t put your life on the
line campaign following the death of a young
vegetation worker in Highett in 2014. He was
electrocuted when a branch he was clearing
contacted high voltage electric lines.
The campaign was designed to inform
vegetation workers of electrical hazards when
working near overhead lines, with a particular
focus on private contractors and those new to
the industry. Typically such groups don’t have
the same level of awareness or training as those
employed by distribution businesses or councils.
ESV is advertising in industry publications and
is also currently producing brochures, stickers and
other merchandise to promote the message.
	
To request free safety
information and merchandise
for your workplace click here

High stakes: ESV’s Jim Robinson and Rob Oldfield
talking with Arborcamp participants about the
dangers of working near electricity.

THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS
FROM NECA

BUILD YOUR BUSINESS WITH SIMPRO
If the change you want in 2015 is to
make your business more productive
and more profitable, allowing you
to spend less time working in the
business, and more time enjoying
life, then simPRO Job Management
software may be just the change
you’re looking for.
There are thousands of businesses in
Australia and all over the world using
simPRO to streamline their quoting,
scheduling, invoicing, purchasing,
stock control and more.

And as a NECA Victoria member,
it will cost you nothing* to get
access to this amazing tool.
Do you want to have everything at your
fingertips without being tied to an office
or chained to your desk?
simPRO is a leading-edge provider of
feature-rich job management tools
designed from the ground up by trade
and service contractors, for the trade
and service industry.
Because they truly understand the
way electrical contractors function,
they’ve covered every aspect of the
business, from estimating to project
management and service delivery.

It really is Serious Job Management.

As one of NECA Victoria’s
Platinum sponsors, simPRO is
offering NECA Victoria members
two free licences to access the
simPRO Service product and
integrate it into their business.
The free offer includes one simPRO
Service licence valued at $69 per month
and one simPRO Connect licence valued
at $29 per month. The offer is valued at
$1176 per year !
If you need additional licences, they can
be purchased from simPRO.
If a NECA member currently uses simPRO
Enterprise, this offer does not apply
to them.
simPRO Service is a new product that is a
restricted version of simPRO Enterprise, a
tried and tested product currently used by
many electrical contractor across Victoria.
The simPRO Service product is aimed at
the small to medium contractor with up to
10 employees doing small commercial and
service type work.

The key features of the program
include quoting, scheduling, service
management, job costing, purchasing,
simple stock control, invoicing,
accounting integration and wholesaler
price listing integration.
Your journey with simPRO is supported
with access to a wide range of
training and support options,
including face to face, online, one on
one and group training – to help you
from your implementation phase
through to complete mastery of the
simPRO software.
Want to know how possible it is to
create the work life balance you want?
Get started on the change in your life
and in your business today.
Go to the NECA Victoria website
homepage and click the link for the
simPRO offer.
If you have any questions about this
offer, please call NECA Member Services
Adviser Rod Lovett on 9645 5533
* Free offer is valid for the life of the
NECA Membership. Should the member
terminate their NECA membership,
they can continue their simPRO
Service licence direct with simPRO.

INTRODUCING NECA EDUCATION AND CAREERS
It is with great pleasure we
announce that 370 degrees group
Limited has changed its name to
NECA Education and Careers Ltd as
of 3rd March 2015.
We are excited about this change as we
will now have our entire service offerings
under one brand and strengthen our
position as the only GTO and RTO in
Victoria owned by the electrical industry.
The name change now aligns with NECA,
reflecting that ownership.
Whilst we are renowned for our quality
and industry engagement, we are
committed to ongoing improvement and
2015 is an exciting year.
We are continuing to consult with
our industry committee to ensure our
apprentice training is relevant and
current to the industry and its needs.

We have also commenced a project to
invest in new training resources which
includes practical equipment and
student resources used across the
Pre-Apprenticeship and Apprenticeship
courses. These new training resources
are being progressively rolled out,
starting in March 2015.
2015 has also seen Provide First Aid (level
2) return to the training facility due to
demand.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Administration
Information Technology
Electrical
Horticulture
Engineering Manufacturing
Engineering Fabrication.

As part of the re-brand, a new website
has been developed to make it easier for
you to be able to find all the information
you need about apprenticeships,
traineeships and industry short courses
and qualifications.

This accredited course is to acquire
competency in providing First Aid in a
variety of scenarios and is the course
prescribed by Workplace Safety Australia.

The new website includes videos, helpful
tips, resources and much more.

Our apprentice and trainee management
programs are also in high demand, with
over 400 active hosts and over 450
trainees and apprentices currently kick
starting their careers across a variety of
programs including:

Contact Details –
1024 Lygon Street Carlton North

Where is your
apprentice attending
trade school?

When you have a moment check out
www.necaeducation.com.au

New Phone number –
03 9381 1922

Dont let your apprentice decide where
to attend trade school based on social
group and location. NECA Education and
Careers state-of-the-art training facility is the
only Registered Training Organisation that is
electrical industry owned and operated, allowing
for industry input and ensures apprentices are
industry ready.

1300 827 832

apprenticeships | traineeships | training

necaeducation.com.au
ABN: 53 054 944 366 | TOID:20198
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Seeing the light
Thomas Seymour might
just be our only industrial
designer-electrician.
Charlotte Roseby meets
an electrician with a unique
skill set and a good eye.
A former professional industrial designer
focusing on light design, Thomas Seymour
has since become a fully licensed, registered
electrical contractor, lighting designer and
manufacturer of some pretty gorgeous lights.
It took him some time to weave the strands
together, but he has now created Thomas
Seymour Design+Electrical, an electrical business
with a distinctive value-add of great design.
He really can bring a design to light. He starts,
he says, by really understanding a client’s vision
for the space: “I have my own impressions of
how I would light and use a space when I visit a
client but, in the end, I won’t be living there. It is
of utmost importance to me that my client enjoys
using the space when the job is complete. So
I want to know how, when and what a space
is going to be used for and then I can design
a lighting solution based on that.”
Industrial designer—removalist
From the beginning, Thomas always had both
creative and technical aptitude. After a brief period
thinking he wanted to be an electrical engineer,
Thomas began studying industrial design as soon
as he finished school (a sensible suggestion—
thanks mum!).
Industrial designers create and produce
designs for commercial, medical and industrial
products, as well as making models and
prototypes of these designs for mass production.
This includes a wide range of manufactured
goods, from toys and toasters to furniture and
heavy machinery.
In Thomas’s case, it was lights. He worked
designing, creating and improving on a range
of lighting products for more than 10 years,
including an intensively creative year working for
Lab Architecture Studio, the international practice
whose projects include Melbourne’s Fed Square.
Industrial design is painstaking and
demanding, says Thomas. Designers need to
consider materials, cost, production methods,
new technology, safety, fashion trends, function,
quality, consumer appeal, ergonomics, the
environment, as well as marketing and business
strategy. That was all do-able, says Thomas, but
he just wasn’t cut out to sit at a desk all day.
It was, strangely, a chance encounter with
one of the owners of Man with a Van that moved
his career onto a different path. At that stage, the
large removals company with its fleet of trucks
(and its large team of what the company calls
“thoroughly pleasant fellows”) was just two guys
with a couple of vans.

What happened next surprised even Thomas:
“I hit him up for a job! I just asked if I could come
and work with him for a while … It turned out to
be one of the happiest years I’ve had.”
The following year, which Thomas spent in
London and Berlin to further his design career,
cemented his realisation that he needed a change
of pace. “I realised I was really healthy and felt
really good during that year with Man with a Van.
I wanted to do something physical, but I knew
I couldn’t be a removalist all my life so I knew
I needed a trade.”
That was his lightbulb moment. Thomas
realised that electrical training would close his
skills loop: he could invent, design, produce,
manufacture and install quality lighting.
Design meets electrical and construction
It was challenging being a mature-age
apprentice, says Thomas. “… Actually, it was
mostly just awkward. I was taking instruction from
people years younger than me who were feeling
uncomfortable dealing with someone who had
been around, travelled—and I’d just had my first
child, so we were at different life stages.”

“I love designing
a light in isolation
from an environment
and then seeing the
many and varied
ways that other
people end up
using them.”
Thomas took up his apprenticeship with
VicTec. “I got a lot of different experiences,” he
says. “It can be challenging if you’re viewed as
labour hire but, if you show a real willingness and
put a lot of effort in, you get the opportunities.”
His opportunities included 18 months installing
building management systems, and 15 months
with PSG doing electrical construction work.
Thomas discovered it wasn’t so easy to
integrate his design skills within his new-found
career.
“Even though design and construction
are so interlinked, as industries they are so at
odds with one another. It’s unfortunate there isn’t
more crossover and understanding between
the two disciplines. But it all comes down to
lack of knowledge; there needs to be a desire
on everyone’s part to really understand what
the other one does, and what they need to
do their job and do it well.”

Bright spark: industrial designer turned electrician
Thomas Seymour has found his niche.

Bringing good design to electrical
Light is fundamental in a well-designed
space, but it’s often little-understood, he says.
“Lighting can make or break a space,
but is often overlooked because we primarily
visualise spaces in daylight.
“Lighting is integral to the way you interact
with a space when not lit by natural light. It informs
you of the room’s purpose and, if used cleverly,
it can give rise to multiple uses of a single space.”
Increasingly his clients are interior designers
and architects who want custom lighting, unusual
effects or interesting pieces. Sometimes they
ask Thomas to complete a project that other
electricians have walked away from: “They ask
me to make it all happen”, says Thomas, and
he’s happy to oblige.
Many electricians shy away from atypical,
crafted or unusual lighting, creating a valuable
niche for those willing to learn a little extra. It’s
something that many young, smart electricians
are starting to realise, says Thomas.
Well-designed lighting doesn’t have to
be high-end or fashion-forward; even the most
ordinary domestic space can benefit from some
thoughtful lighting. After all, good lighting design
will pay for itself with energy savings as well as
lifestyle benefits for the client.
“I see good lighting as being a mixture of
function and ambience,” says Thomas. “Good
lighting needs both to meet the requirements of
any given space or task. The placement of lighting,
a range of light sources and lighting control are
all elements that assist in providing the desired
atmosphere.”
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Modern statement
Thomas continues to design his own lighting
products in parallel with his electrical work. He
is constantly perfecting a range of products
and custom pieces, playing with materials
and processes, and has produced a stunning
collection of work, from high-volume flat-pack
products to one-off hand-made objects.
The results make a very modern statement,
while retaining the warm integrity of the materials:
string, rattan and wood. Using a clever mixture of
handmade craft techniques and machine-made
componentry has allowed Thomas to keep all
production locally based.
What has emerged is a second business for
Thomas. Called Light Basics, the business now
produces electrical products for small designer/
makers—the likes of which have bloomed with
the new appreciation of crafting in design and
websites like etsy that allow small makers to
promote and sell their products to the world.
Thomas imports certified, approved
components from China so that he can help
designers to produce lighting products here,
and meet Australian standards. He produces
the electrical components while the makers
can concentrate on working with their own
materials. (The day we spoke, Thomas was
off to see a glass blower to chat about a
glass light collaboration.)
Through the Light Basics website, a
designer can choose good-looking cable by
the metre, lamp holders, ceiling roses, light shades
and even light globes. By holding a carefully
curated range of electrical componentry,
Thomas doesn’t need a giant warehouse
to store the full range of gear.
“When I started out, I wanted to make
beautiful products everyone could have but, over
time, I’ve seen how that does and doesn’t work.
What’s changed is the manufacturing might of
China while ours has eroded.”
The collaboration with Thomas is also allowing
all those backyard makers and crafters to benefit
from a professional in electrical safety. No more
do-it-yourself wiring.
“There’s to and fro in a successful
collaboration. We can sell and promote each
other’s products. I’m trying to make it easy to
make something which, in the past, has been
difficult for makers. Even if I’m not installing
it myself, I know what the electrician is going
to need.”
“I love designing a light in isolation from
an environment and then seeing the many
and varied ways that other people end up
using them. You have to remember that
someone else is seeing your products
as part of their own designed solution.
“Like other physical elements in a space
the form of a light can visually enhance a space.
However, unlike most other objects in a space,
the function of a light can entirely transform the
atmosphere of space. It is a crucial element in
creating a beautiful environment.”
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Design meets electrical: Light Basics allows small designers and makers to produce
their own lighting creations. Photo: Thomas Seymour.

Quick lighting tips
From Yourhome.gov.au: Australia’s guide
to environmentally sustainable homes:
»» Use highlights to draw attention to key
objects in spaces or a room, or for
lighting-specific tasks. Carefully select
features to highlight and use the m!nimum
effective highlight level so you don’t waste
energy. By contrast, dark areas serve to
accentuate the brigher objects of interest.
»» Use separate lighting solutions and
circuits for each function rather than
integrating them. Lights may need
to be on separate switches.
»» There is no best lamp for all applications;
good design uses an appropriate light
fixture for each application.
»» Avoid using downlights for general
illumination. They make bright pools
of light on the floor (most floor surfaces
absorb up to 80 per cent of the light)
while making the ceiling cavity appear

dark, which creates a gloomy ambience.
Up to six downlights can be needed to
light the same area as one pendant light.
Think about other ways of lighting with
fluorescent omni-directional lamps.
»» Basic rule: for the same wattage lamp,
the smaller the beam angle the brighter
the surface illuminated but the smaller the
area illuminated. Select the appropriate
beam angle by determining the largest
dimension of the feature to be lit and
the distance from it.
»» Fluorescent, CFL and LED lights are
available in a wide range of colour
temperatures. Cool and warm white
temperature lamps give rooms a different
appearance. Match the lamp’s colour
temperature to the tones of the room.
»» No matter what colour temperature light
you choose, if it has a low colour rendering
tone, nothing will look good under it!
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Non-compliant
electrical
constructions
recalled

By Naveen Kapoor, Compliance Officer
ESV is warning consumers about electrical
safety hazards associated with two products.
The products are plastic body portable room
heaters imported by GAF Control Australia
Pty Ltd (pictured above) and portable garden
blowers, model OZBL1800WA, supplied by
Ozito Australia Pty Ltd. Both suppliers have
had the products recalled.
ESV strongly advises suppliers of electrical
goods to establish quality control procedures
and seek expert assistance to check and advise
whether the goods imported are the same as
approved.
If a supplier does not have firm control over
the processes and supplies, they are vulnerable
to potential breaches of the Electricity Safety Act
1998 including a costly process of recalling the
faulty or unsafe product.
Portable heaters affected by the recall
GAF Control supplied the faulty heaters
through various Australian retailers from
1 April 2012. The specific heaters are marked
with the approval number SAA120201EA and
approximately 130,000 heaters are being recalled.
The potential hazards associated include risk
of fire and burns. To date, no injuries have
been reported.
Some of the major non-compliances identified
include failure to comply with the flammability
requirements of the Australian standard, and
changes in the internal wiring that can contact
moving or oscillating parts of the heater.

Complaints from consumers prompted the
supplier and its distributor to retest the heaters.
It is believed that changes to the plastic materials
and construction of the heaters mean they no
longer comply with AS/NZS 60335.2.30.
Customers who purchased the identified
heaters are advised to immediately stop using
them and contact their point of purchase or GAF
Control Australia Pty Ltd for further assistance
in relation to this recall.

Garden blowers affected by the recall
Ozito Australia Pty Ltd is recalling more than
100,000 units of its portable garden blower, model
OZBL1800WA. The supplier is currently aware of a
number of minor injuries arising from the failure of
the equipment.
The supplier has identified changes in the
composition of the impeller material. These
changes may cause the impeller to fail during
its operation, and cause damage to the blower
housing. The associated risks include access
to live parts and injury from sharp or damaged
fragments of the impeller and plastic housing.
The faulty products were sold by Bunnings
in Australia and New Zealand between 2009
and 2012. For more information on this recall,
click here.
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Infinity cable:
ACCC says
act now

The ACCC has issued another reminder
that homes or buildings containing
Infinity cable must be checked by
an electrician.
As of 26 March, only 179 premises
nationwide had been rectified and only
five per cent of the supplied cable had
been remediated.
Last year a recall was announced
of all sizes and configurations of TPS
and Orange Round mains power cables
sourced from Infinity Cable Co Pty Ltd
and supplied under the Infinity and Olsent
brand names.
The products fail to meet electrical
safety standards due to poor quality
plastic insulation coating that degrades
prematurely, causing a risk of electric
shock, electrocution and fire.
Infinity cable was supplied in Victoria
between 2012 and 2013 through Masters
Home Improvement, John Danks & Son
(trading as Home Timber & Hardware,
Plants Plus and Thrifty-Link Hardware)
Mitre 10, Go Electrical and six smaller
retailers:
»» ABC Arian Electrical Suppliers
»» Norcab Electrical Wholesale
»» Titan Trading
»» All 4 Tradies Pty Ltd
»» Wholesale Electrical Supplies Pty Ltd
»» Phoenix Wholesalers
Suppliers recalling the cable are
required to meet the cost of rectification
works under the recall and electricians
who used this product should contact
their supplier before commencing removal.
Any unused product should be returned
to the supplier.
	
For Information about recalls
go to www.recalls.gov.au

Do not mix and match switchboard components
Cubic-Modulsystem A/S has written to
switchboard manufacturers and ESV to advise
that Cubic/e brand busbar systems cannot be
used in non-Cubic switchboard assemblies.
This is a timely reminder that in order to
ensure any switchboard assembly complies with
the requirements of the standard, only type tested
and compatible components can be used.
In the last two years there have been five

serious incidents involving switchboards.
Many have failed because they were not
assembled as designed and—in some cases—
did not comply with the requirements of AS/NZS
3439—series Switchboards, AS/NZS 60529—
Degrees of Protection and AS/NZS 60947
Series—Low Voltage switchgear.
The Electricity Safety Act 1998 requires that a
person must not supply or offer to supply electrical

equipment unless the equipment complies
with the minimum standards prescribed for
the equipment.
This means that any switchboard assembled
from components, either on site or in the factory,
must comply with the standard.
Ask your supplier for compliance documents
for the completed unit. Do not assume tested
components when combined will comply.
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Electrical
news

New handbook
for working on lifts
includes electrical
guidelines
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
WorkSafe has produced a new handbook
titled Lift work on construction projects that
includes information for electrical workers
in line with the Electricity Safety Act 1998.
It provides advice for employers, employees,
health and safety representatives and all those
with a role in health or safety about controlling
risks associated with the installation or
refurbishment of lifts on construction projects.
Specific electrical guidelines for lift work
Any lift work undertaken on or near energised
electrical installations is high risk construction

work and a SWMS must be developed for
the work and followed.
Where the electrical equipment operates
at voltages less than 50 Volts AC or 120 Volts
ripple-free DC, include in the SWMS that the
risk of electric shock is controlled by use of
extra-low voltage.
Electricity safety laws also apply when
electrical installation work is undertaken as
part of lift work, including section 43 (4) of the
Electricity Safety Act 1998, that states:
“A person carrying out electrical installation
work must ensure that—
(a) all electrical circuits or electrical equipment
handled in the course of that work are
disconnected from the electricity supply; or,

New licence
fees
The costs of electrical licence applications
and renewals will rise from 1 July following
the annual increase in the base fee unit,
set by the Department of Treasury and
Finance.
The Department has determined that the
value of a fee unit for the 2015–16 financial year
Licence
REC
LEI
LEW

Renewal period

will be $13.60, a rise of 36 cents.
The full list of price changes is detailed
below.
The cost for an exemption application
made under regulation 401 of the Electricity
Safety (Installation) Regulations 2009 will
increase from $77 to $80.
Fee to
30 June 2015

Updated fees
from 1 July 2015

Renewal

5 years

$275

$282

New application

5 years

$573

$588

Renewal

5 years

$275

$282

New application

5 years

$573

$588

Renewal (A) Electrician’s
Licence

5 years

$184

$189

New application (A)
Electrician’s Licence

5 years

$368

$378

Renewal only—(ES)
Electrician (Supervised)
Licence

5 years

$184

$189

New Application (L)
Supervised Worker’s Licence

Up to 3 years

$221

$226

Renewal only (O)
Occupiers Licence

5 years

$184

$189

Renewal (REL) Disconnect/
Reconnect

5 years

$275

$282

New application (REL)
Disconnect/Reconnect

5 years

$573

$588

New application (SG)
Switchgear Worker’s Licence

5 years

$368

$378

Renewal (SG) Switchgear
Worker’s Licence
Lineworkers & Spotters

Not required as yet
No change

Notes

If not renewed on time
application for a Supervised
Worker’s Licence required

If not renewed on time
no longer available

(b) a
 dequate precautions are taken to prevent
electric shock or other injury in the handling
of electrical circuits or electrical equipment
in the course of that work.”
Where reasonably practicable, disconnect
the electricity supply from circuits and equipment
(isolation) and, describe in the SWMS how
isolation is achieved and how it will be maintained.
When the electricity supply is not isolated,
including for electrical fault-finding, the SWMS
must describe the safety measures to be
implemented to control the risks of electric shock.
Guidance on isolation and safety measures
can be found in AS/NZS 4836—Safe work on
low-voltage electrical installations.
While the handbook provides advice on
a number of aspects associated with lift work,
it is not exhaustive nor does it address all
potential risks. Issues associated with the
installation of escalators, moving walkways
or stairway lifts are also not covered. Nothing
in the handbook overrides the manufacturer’s
recommendations with regard to the safe design
or operation of a lift.
	
Click here to download Lift work
on construction projects

Warning
about bogus
electrician
Energy Safe Victoria is warning
residents in Coburg to be wary of
a bogus tradesman who pretends
to be an electrician and is carrying
out dangerous electrical work.
Samson Sahinidis, of Coburg,
was convicted and fined $6000 in the
Broadmeadows Magistrates’ Court on
22 April for doing unlicensed electrical
work and installing unsafe electrical
equipment.
It was the third time he has been
prosecuted by ESV in the past decade
for pretending to be an electrician.
Sahinidis has never held an electrician’s
licence but his father is a properly
licensed electrician.
The Director of Energy Safety,
Paul Fearon, urged anyone needing
electrical work to avoid contact with
Samson Sahinidis as he was leaving
installations in a dangerous condition.
“It is not only illegal to do electrical
work if you’re not licensed but ESV is
concerned that someone could die
or be seriously injured as a result of
Mr Sahinidis’ shoddy work,” he said.
“Evidence tendered to the Court showed
Sahinidis left live wires hanging from the
ceiling of an extension where residents
could have walked into them.”
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Your electrical
questions
answered!
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Compiled by ESV’s Electricity Technical
Advisor, John Stolk
EnergySafe continues its regular series
featuring some of the questions that
ESV receives on a range of electricity
installation issues, some of them relating
to gas installations. Also provided are
the answers together with references
to the Acts, Standards, Regulations and
Clauses that apply to them.

Question

Answer

Standard

Clause

Is the installation of an electricity meter
within an embedded electricity network:
(a) Considered electrical installation work?
(b) Need to be installed by an A class
licensed electrical worker?
(c) Do Certificates of Electrical Safety need
to be issued?

(a) Y
 es, the installation or replacement of metering within an
embedded electricity network is electrical installation work.
(b) Yes, the person installing the metering is required to be
a licensed electrician.
(c) Yes, all electrical installation work requires the issue of a
Certificate of Electrical Safety in relation to that work and verified
(tested) in accordance with section 8 of AS/NZS 3000:2007.

Electricity
Safety Act
1998

Definitions

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Section 8
Verification

Are there further responsibilities beside
the Australian Energy Market Commission
requirements for an Embedded Network
Operator in relation to the control and
connection of the electricity to each
occupancy within the embedded network?

Yes, the embedded network operator must ensure that before the
electricity to any part or occupancy within the embedded network
is connected, a prescribed certificate is issued by the contractor for
the prescribed electrical installation work in relation to that part or
occupancy confirming it has been inspected and approved by
a licensed electrical inspector.

Electricity
Safety
(Installations)
Regulations
2009.

Regulation
238(d), 239

Electricity
Safety Act
1998

Section 45

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 2.9.2.5
(c) & (h)

AS/NZS
3003:2011
Electrical
installations—
Patient areas

Clause 2.2.3

AS/NZS
3003:2011

Clause 6.2.4

The penalty for the failure to ensure the Certificate of Inspection
has been issued is 40 Penalty Units for a sole trader and
200 Penalty Units for a company.
Can I install a switchboard in the enclosed
area underneath stairs?

No, the enclosed area under stairs is considered a storage area
and the same restrictions apply for the installation of a switchboard
as a cupboard.

Section 2
Part 3
Electrical
Work

The Wiring Rules restrict switchboards being installed in locations
that could have an impact on the evacuation of the building during
an emergency due to smoke being generated from a fault within the
switchboard. Most domestic installations only have egress from the
upper to ground level via the internal stairs.
Are the electrical installations in doctors’
consulting rooms and surgeries required
to be installed as body-protected electrical
areas?

Yes, all locations in which it is intended that low-voltage medical
electrical equipment will be used in contact with patients while
connected to the electrical supply (except in emergencies) are
body-protected or cardiac-protected electrical areas.
Where there is doubt about the intended use of a particular
location, discussion with the health care facility shall be
necessary to resolve the question.
AS/NZS 3003:2011 Electrical installations—Patient areas
specifies special requirements for electrical installations in
patient areas. These requirements are additional to those
specified in AS/NZS 3000:2007 the wiring rules.

I have been contracted to install additional
socket outlets in a dental surgery, and the
existing socket-outlets do not comply with
AS/NZS 3003:2011 in relation to the colour
coding, circuit arrangement and RCD
protection.
Do I also need to bring the existing
socket outlets up to the current
requirements?

Where additional socket-outlets are installed in a patient area
and the total number is increased by more than 10 per cent,
all socket-outlets in that patient area shall comply with the
requirements of AS/NZS 3003:2011. If the total number is
increased less that 10 per cent the new socket outlets shall
comply with the requirements of AS/NZS 3003:2011 and
existing socket outlets can remain.
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Gas
news

When does each tenancy require
a manual gas shut-off valve?
by Darrey Tilley, Senior Gas Inspector
With the adoption of AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
Gas installations on 31 March 2014, an
additional requirement was added to
consumer piping for a high-rise building.
It is now essential to have manual shut-off
valves in high-rise buildings.
Whereas in the 2004 version of AS 5601 a
manual shut-off valve was only required at the
gas entry point to each riser and at each lateral
branch, the new AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 requires
each tenancy to have a manual shut-off valve
fitted. This change of requirement, found in clause
5.7.4 (c) of AS/NZS 5601.1: 2013 Manual shut-off
valve in a riser and lateral, has caused concern
within ESV and the wider industry.
To clarify the situation and provide some
leniency to bridge the change, ESV, after

discussion with interstate regulators, has taken
the following stance.
Approval for construction (Building Permit)
prior to adoption of AS/NZS 5601:2013
Where approval for construction (Building
Permit) of the gas installation occurred before the
adoption of AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 in Victoria (i.e. 31
March 2014), then the requirements in AS5601:2004
are to be used to measure compliance for consumer
piping in a high rise building (AS 5601 clause 4.12).
Approval for construction (Building Permit)
aftr the adoption of AS/NZS 5601:2013
Current works, for which construction approval
(Building Permit) was granted after the adoption of
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 (i.e. after 31 March 2013),
will be required to comply with clause 5.7.
If a gasfitter or applicant believes that

On the road
with the caravan
industry association

By Enzo Alfonsetti, Manager Type A
Gas Appliance Safety
On 12 July 2014 the Caravan, RV &
Accommodation Industry of Australia (CRVA)
merged with the Recreational Vehicles
Manufacturing Association of Australia
(RVMA) to form the Caravan Industry
Association of Australia.
ESV maintains a close relationship with both
the Caravan Industry Association of Australia and
also the Caravan Industry Association of Victoria.
Recently I attended the Caravan
Industry Association of Australia National
Conference where I gave a presentation on
AS/NZS5601.2:2013 and in particular the dangers
of installing annexes on the side of caravans where
gas appliance flues are located.

AS/NZS5601.2 requires that two open sides
are maintained where gas appliance flues are
located to ensure there is adequate ventilation
to disperse the products of combustion. Many
in the RV industry are not aware that this is not
a new requirement.
Previous editions of the gas installation
standard such as AS5601:2004 clause 6.2.6.6
referred gasfitters to the general clause 5.13 for
gas appliance flueing, which required two open
sides for flue terminals under covered areas.
I recently also attended a gas workshop run
by the Caravan Industry Association of Victoria
where I gave a presentation on the same issue
and other requirements in AS/NZS5601.2:2013.
In addition I provided a briefing on some of
the amendments being proposed for
AS/NZS5601.2:2013.

compliance for a current job cannot be achieved
then the gasfitter or applicant may apply for
a Schedule 6 Exemption. The application for
Exemption must clearly state the reasons why
compliance is not warranted (considering both
safety and cost) and state how an acceptable
level of safety will be achieved.
Approval for construction (Building Permit)
after 1 July 2015
All future works with a construction approval
(Building Permit) date after 1 July 2015 will
need to comply with the requirements of
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 for high-rise buildings.
It should also be noted that another
addition to AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 is clause 5.2.9
Occupancy isolation. This clause specifies the
isolation requirements for all gas installations with
multiple occupancies within the same building.

Effect of
vibration on
gas appliances
in caravans
By Enzo Alfonsetti, Manager Type A
Gas Appliance Safety
ESV is reminding gasfitters to ensure
they check for gas leaks when servicing
gas appliances that are installed in
caravans.
ESV has been made aware of installations
where gas leaks have occurred due to the
vibration that gas appliances are subjected
to when caravans are in transit, in particular
when caravans are taken off road and when
level riders are used.
ESV is aware of incidents where
gas appliances have not been installed
and supported correctly in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions. The lack of support
can result in excessive vibration of internal
gas piping leading to fractures in the pipework
and gas leaks.
Currently Australian gas appliance standards
do not include a vibration test and I have brought
this to the attention of the Standards Australia
Gas Appliance Committee for consideration.
Interestingly in the United Kingdom gas
appliance standards for products installed in
vehicles (e.g. water heaters and space heaters)
do include a vibration test although this does not
appear to be so for all gas appliance categories
(e.g. cooking appliances and refrigerators).
ESV would be interested to hear from
gasfitters if they have come across particular
appliance types or models installed in caravans
where internal piping has fractured resulting in
gas leaks. Please contact our Technical Helpline
on 1800 652 563.
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Correct use of carbon
monoxide detection equipment
By Tyler Mason, Gas Engineer
Winter is coming and it is again appropriate
to remind gasfitters to ensure they are using
carbon monoxide (CO) detection equipment
in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions to ensure an accurate reading.
ESV has received numerous reports of
CO detectors giving false or misleading readings
when used to measure spillage from either a
space heating appliance or central heating duct
air supply register. These readings are a result
of the way in which CO detection equipment has
been used, with instruments being exposed to
temperatures greater than their maximum rated
temperature.
Gasfitters need to be aware of, and take into
consideration, the limitation of their equipment.
Each type of CO detector available will have
a maximum temperature limit provided by the
manufacturer, and when the detector experiences
temperatures in excess of this limit it will no longer

provide an accurate reading. Many CO detectors
have a maximum operating temperature of
between 40°C and 50°C.
These CO detectors are designed for the
measurement of ambient CO levels within a room,
and are not designed to measure CO in a heater’s
discharge air stream.
If you are using one of these or a similar
product, please be aware that placing these
instruments in the discharge stream from a space
heating appliance or central heating duct air
supply register could result in false CO readings.
ESV’s Gas Information Sheet 37, Carbon
monoxide measuring equipment, contains the
following warning on the use of CO detectors:
»» Do not place your CO detector in front of a
heater’s discharge air stream as this hot air
may overheat the CO detector and cause false
CO readings. You should know the maximum
rated temperature of your CO detector before
positioning it in an environment subject to heat. If
in doubt please contact your equipment supplier.

For example, the Testo 31-7, TPI 770 and
HLP 7701 or 1372 CO detectors are designed
to measure ambient CO levels within a room,
and should not be exposed to temperatures
in excess of those recommended by the
manufacturer.
Instruments similar to the Testo 310 or TPI
707 are more suited to measuring CO in a hot
discharge stream of a heater as they include a
sampling probe, which means than the unit itself
is not being exposed to direct heat.
If you need to check the CO in a heater’s
air discharge stream, you must ensure that
you are using an instrument appropriate to the
task and able to cope with the temperature of
the discharged air. If in doubt, contact your
equipment supplier.
	
Click here to read
Gas information sheet 37
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Plumbing apprenticeship
training: a new direction
by Laurie Devitt, Gas Inspector
A recent industry partnership between
the Master Plumbers Mechanical Services
Association of Australia and the Plumbing
Trades Employees Union (PTEU) has
resulted in a new plumbing apprenticeship
training program and heralds a new era of
training for the plumbing trade.
The board of this new partnership, which
oversees training delivery at the Plumbing
Industry Climate Action Centre (PICAC),
consists of representatives from both
organisations.
The plumbing industry is investing heavily
in training and education, in order to ensure
and maintain a high standard of training
and plumbing skills.
This initiative reflects the level of
co-operation that exists across the plumbing
industry, and is a genuinely innovative
development. It is training designed,
developed and delivered by the industry
to the industry.
Group scheme hosts, plumbing
employers, the PTEU and industry
stakeholders have provided feedback about
the best ways in which to deliver skilled
apprentices to the industry at all year levels.
The new three-year apprentice training
program is a mixture of structured RTO
training and assessment, and on-the-job
training. This program began in February 2015
with a pilot group of 12 apprentices.
A second group of apprentices
commenced in April 2015 and a third group
will follow in August 2015.

Plumbing industry training apprentices with trainers Garry Waters (left) and Cameron Horsey (right).

The second year of this apprenticeship will
be delivered in 2016 and the third year in 2017.
Competencies for the qualification have
been grouped into three skill stages:
»» Apprenticeship Year 1—
Stage 1: Foundation plumbing skills.
»» Apprenticeship Year 2—

Stage 2: Installation plumbing skills.
»» Apprenticeship Year 3—
Stage 3: Trades plumbing skills.
ESV wishes to congratulate all the
parties involved with the development of this
apprentice training program and wishes all
the apprentices enrolled a bright future.

Don’t sign off until
the job is done
By Paul Harris, Manager
Gas Operations
Signing a Compliance Notice (Schedule
11) prior to the completion of your gas
installation is an offence.
Gas Installation and Appliance Safety
(GIAS) Operations has noticed an increase
in the number of signed off gas applications
that are received prior to the installation being
completed. This has created a spike in noncompliance notices and administrative work.
Inspection of incomplete work is a cost
to ESV in time and money, and stretches our
resources. The installation cannot be accepted
and in most cases will require a reinspection
on completion.

ESV has no choice but to issue a
Non-compliance Notice for non-compliant
work and cannot issue acceptance of the
gas installation for incomplete work.
Signing the Compliance Notice (Schedule 11)
of the Start Work Notice signifies that the:
»» gas installation meets the requirements
of the Gas Safety Act
»» required tests were carried out
»» installation is safe for gas to be available
to the consumer.
Under section 117 of the Gas Safety
Act 1997 it is an offence to provide false
or misleading information to ESV.
By signing off your work before it is
completed you are in effect providing false
or misleading information.

As of the date of this notice ESV will no
longer conduct an inspection of incomplete
work, unless agreed to by both parties.
ESV will forward all instances of signed
Compliance Notices (Schedule 11) that are
received (where an inspection is booked
prior to the works being completed) to the
GIAS Investigations Division for further
investigation and appropriate action will
be taken.
	Please contact the Gas
Technical Information Helpline
on 1800 625 563 for further
information
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Vent terminal
exclusion zone error
by Michael Weber, Technical
Communicator
All vent terminals must be positioned so
that expelled gases can freely dissipate
and not create a hazard.
In the context of this article a vent terminal
means the vent opening of a regulator or similar
device (having a diaphragm) or the terminal of
a vent line and around which there is an
exclusion zone.
No ignition source or opening into a
building is allowed within the exclusion zone
of the vent terminal.
Australian and New Zealand Standard
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 clause 5.11.5.9 Vent
terminal location describes how the exclusion
zone is defined. Recently an editorial error was
identified. This error is of great concern because
it vastly distorts the size of the exclusion zone
around the vent’s discharge point.
Currently the Standard states:
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 clause 5.11.5.9
Vent terminal location:
A vent terminal shall be located where
gas discharge will dissipate without entering
buildings or creating any hazard. The point of
discharge shall—
(c) in cases where there is any object
(e.g. wall, ground, etc.) in the direction of
discharge and within the exclusion zone of
Figure 5.3 be located so there is no ignition
source or opening into a building within a
sphere of radius r (of Figure 5.3) centred
on the vent terminal discharge point.
T= Vent terminal diameter (mm)/50, in metres.

The exclusion zone shown below (shaded
area) depicts a space consisting of a cylinder in
the discharge direction and a hemisphere in the
opposite direction of discharge from the vent
terminal discharge point.
The error was identified above as reading
“a sphere of radius r centred on the vent
terminal discharge point” instead of “a clearance
of at least distance L centred on the vent
terminal discharge point”.
If the exclusion zone is incorrect, then there
is opportunity for vented gases to enter a building
through an opening or create a hazard in the
immediate area; this makes the positioning of
the gas discharge point crucial to ensure that
gases can dissipate safely.
Normally, where there is no obstruction in the
direction of the discharge, determining the size of
the exclusion zone is quite straight forward and the
exclusion zone is in the shape of the cylinder, length
L and diameter D, as depicted in Figure 5.3 (below).
In cases where there is an obstruction (e.g.
wall, ground, etc.) in the direction of discharge
and within the exclusion zone then the point of
discharge is to be positioned such that there is
a clearance of at least distance L to any ignition
source or opening in all directions measured
from the discharge point.
To remedy this situation ESV will be issuing a
gas information sheet alerting gasfitters to this error
and Standards Australia will publish an amendment
to AS/NZS 5601.
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Fig 5.3 and clause
5.11.5.9—Reproduced with permission from
SAI Global Ltd under Licence 1503-c135.

Figure 5.3: Vent terminal exclusion zone
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New Code
of Practice
for gas use
at public
events
By Michelle Robertson,
Senior Media and
Communications Advisor
ESV has updated its long-standing
Code of Practice for the safe use of
LP Gas at public events in Victoria
to facilitate the safe use of LP Gas
at public events such as festivals,
fetes, markets and sporting activities.
The Code of Practice was produced
in conjunction with WorkSafe Victoria,
fire services CFA and MFB, Gas
Energy Australia and the AGA. Prior
to publication the document was also
reviewed by a number of organisations
involved in public events.
Organisers of public events have a
duty of care to provide a safe operational
environment for event staff and members
of the public. The Code is designed to
ensure an acceptable level of gas safety
to minimise gas-related incidents.
Key topics include:
»» gas appliance requirements
including approval badges and
compliance plates
»» cylinders and components
»» indoor, outdoor and temporary
structures for housing gas appliances
»» mobile catering vehicles and
relocatable kitchens
»» documentation and notification
requirements
»» responsibilities
»» risks
»» emergency planning
»» gas cylinder storage limits
»» regulations for storing and handling
dangerous goods
The booklet also includes an
example of a Gas Safety Checklist
that catering vendors and operators
can use to check that key safety
requirements have been met.
The Code will be of use to event
organisers, appliance hirers, catering
vendors, gas suppliers, safety auditors
and others involved in the provision and
management of public events.
The document is available in printed
and digital form and copies may be
requested by emailing ESV.
	
Click here to request a copy of
the document in either digital
or printed form
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ESV gas training scholarships
By Laurie Devitt, Gas Inspector
To help apprentices obtain their Certificate IV
Advanced Gas qualification, ESV is offering
a training scholarship award for Certificate
III Plumbing and Gasfitting apprentices who
have completed third year.
This new scheme replaces the monetary award
incentive ESV previously provided. Apprentices
are nominated through their RTO or TAFE
college. The scholarship covers an apprentice’s
costs for Certificate IV and on completion of
training enables them to sit the VBA Gas Licence
examination to gain their VBA licencing in gasfitting.
South West TAFE Warrnambool Plumbing
Department originally approached ESV in
late 2014 and suggested a plan for assisting
apprentice plumbers to gain their Certificate IV
qualification. The current economic climate has
affected this region and any assistance ESV could
provide would be of a significant benefit to the
apprentices and the community.
ESV has been able to award six scholarships
to third-year apprentices from South West TAFE.
ESV congratulates Zach Telfer, Corey Arthur,
Cody Mason, Brandon Canham, Adam Bennet
and Jacob Patterson on their achievement.
Scholarships were presented at the annual
South West TAFE Award night.
Another ESV scholarship was awarded to
third-year plumbing apprentice Jeremy Hart from
TAFE Riverina Institute. Jeremy gained the highest
results in the Certificate Ill gas competencies

Rewarding high achievers: Jeremy Hart from TAFE Riverina Institute (above) received a third-year
plumbing scholarship. Below: ESV’s Laurie Devitt with scholarship recipients Zach Telfer and Corey
Arthur, Clint Rodgers of the VBA and James Langston and Chris Lawlor of SW TAFE Warrnambool.

while completing his Certificate Ill in Plumbing and
Gasfitting. Jeremy works for Tenteye Plumbing
and is involved in a wide range of plumbing
activities including gasfitting at domestic and
commercial sites.

ESV is proud to assist these young apprentice
plumbers from South West Warrnambool and
Riverina TAFEs in gaining additional technical
skills and enabling them to achieve their licensed
gasfitting qualification.
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Learn how to test for CO
emissions at free courses
Carbon Monoxide testing 2015—
Practical test procedures
Master Plumbers, in partnership with the
Victorian Building Authority and Energy
Safe Victoria, is pleased to present carbon
monoxide testing courses for Victorian
plumbers.
This training course will provide you
with the skills and knowledge to use carbon
monoxide (CO) testing equipment and
complete the practical procedure to test
gas appliances for CO emissions.
The course will cover the process
you should follow to identify situations
that could result in CO spillage within
a residence. It will reference the Gas
Information Sheets No. 37 and 38
produced by ESV.
If you have your own CO detector
you are welcome to bring it to the
training session.
Please note that class sizes are limited
to 30 so register quickly. Light refreshments
will be available.

Geelong
Wednesday 13 May, 5–8pm
The Gordon TAFE, G Building, Room G1.06,
Boundary Rd, Geelong

Berwick
Thursday 4 June, 5–8pm
Chisolm Institute—Building K,
Room K111, 25 Kangan Dr, Berwick

Sunshine
Thursday 14 May, 5–8pm
Victoria University, Room TBA,
460 Ballarat Rd, Sunshine

Frankston
Tuesday 16 June, 5–8pm
Chisolm Institute—Building A,
Room A215, Fletcher Rd, Frankston

Wangaratta
Wednesday 27 May, 5–8pm
Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE,
Rooms WWT023A & WWT023B,
16 Cusack St, Wangaratta

Ballarat
Wednesday 17 June, 5–8pm
Federation University—Room TBA,
University Dr, Mount Helen

Croydon
Thursday 28 May, 5–8pm
Swinburne TAFE, Room TBA,
Norton Rd, Croydon

Click here to register online for
a free course:

Chadstone
Tuesday 2 June, 5–8pm
Holmesglen Institute, Room TBA,
Batesford Rd, Chadstone

Brunswick
Tuesday 12 May, 5–8pm
PICAC—Rooms 8&9,
Unit 6/306 Albert St, Brunswick

Bendigo
Wednesday 3 June, 6–8pm, Bendigo TAFE
Charleston Rd Campus, Building AR,
Room SAR.01 Seminar Room

Ferntree Gully
Thursday 18 June, 5–8pm
The Stamford Inn—
Cnr Stud & Wellington Rds, Rowville
Traralgon
Tuesday 23 June, 5–8pm
Quality Inn Latrobe Convention Centre—
5601 Princes Hwy, Traralgon

	
Click here to for further
information or to register
for a free course

Advertise with us!
EnergySafe has a
circulation of more
than 45,000 copies
and is published
four times a year.

It provides readers with authoritative articles on
safety, technical and regulatory information and
news of prime importance to the electrical, gas
and pipeline industries. EnergySafe goes directly
to Victoria’s licensed electrical installation workers,
registered electrical contractors, licensed electrical
inspectors and gasfitting specialists as well as
many other stakeholders including TAFE colleges.

Full page

$5000

Half page

$2500

One third page

$1700

Quarter page

$1500

Contact us for a our latest media kit or
to book your next advertisement.

For advertising information and bookings contact Michelle Robertson
on P (03) 9203 9743 E mrobertson@esv.vic.gov.au
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Your gas
questions
answered!

Compiled by ESV’s Gas Installations
and Appliance Safety team.
As per previous issues of Energysafe,
we are pleased to provide answers
for a varied range of frequently asked
questions received on ESV’s Gas
Technical Helpline, 1800 652 563.

Note The technical regulator may require notification before work commences and confirmation that completed work is in accordance with
this Standard (AS 5601—2013) and any other relevant requirements.
Question

Answer

Clause

What is the maximum temperature a
combustible surface is allowed to reach
from heat transmitted by a gas appliance?

The surface temperature of a combustible surface, from heat transmitted
by a gas appliance, shall not exceed 65° C.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

How are clearance distances between a
gas cooking appliance and the surrounding
combustible surfaces determined?

The required clearance distances between a gas cooking appliance and
a combustible surface is always in accordance with the requirements as
set by the cooking appliance manufacturer.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

If the manufacturer does not specify clearance distances then clearances
shall be as specified in the Standard AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 section 6.10
Additional requirements for installation of specific gas appliances.
What is the overhead clearance distance
above a cooking appliance for range hoods
and exhaust fans where the manufacturer
has not specified that distance?

Vertical clearance distance for a range hood is not less than 600mm;
measured from the top of the highest burner to the base of the rangehood.
Vertical clearance distance for an exhaust fan is not less than 750mm;
measured from the top of the highest burner to the base of the exhaust fan.
Should any other downward facing combustible surface be less than 600mm
above the top of the highest burner then the whole of the combustible surface
shall be protected for the full width and depth of the cooking surface as
described in AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Appendix C Fire resistant material.

6.2.5 Temperature
limitation on nearby
combustible surface
6.10.1.1 Clearance
around a gas
cooking appliance

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
6.10.1.1 Clearance
around a gas
cooking appliance
(a) Requirement
1—Overhead
clearances

The absolute minimum clearance height distance for any surface
above the highest part of the highest burner is 450mm.
What is the side clearance (horizontal)
distance from a cooking appliance to
a vertical combustible surface and the
height to which the combustible surface
must be protected?

The horizontal clearance distance from the edge of the nearest burner
to any vertical combustible surface shall not be less than 200mm.
The height to which the combustible surface must be protected shall not be
less than 150mm. This height is measured from the top of the highest burner.
Where the horizontal clearance distance cannot be achieved the
combustible surfaces shall be protected for its full width and height
as described in AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Appendix C, Table C1.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
6.10.1.1 Clearance
around a gas
cooking appliance
(b) Requirement 2—
Measurements

If the gas cooking appliance is fitted with a splashback the protection of
the rear wall is not required so long as the splashback achieves the same
protection for any combustible surface less than 200mm from the edge of
the nearest burner to a height not less than 150mm above the top of the
edge of the nearest burner.
What clearance distances (horizontal and
vertical) are required for a freestanding and
elevated gas cooking appliance when that
appliance is situated next to a horizontal
combustible surface, such as a bench, that
(a) is below the hob or (b) above the trivet?

The horizontal clearance distance from the edge of the nearest burner to the
edge of any horizontal combustible surface should be 200mm or greater.
(a) Where the horizontal clearance distance is less than 200mm then the
distance below the hob of the combustible surface shall be 10mm or
greater. A clearance of less than 10mm below the hob to the horizontal
combustible surface is not permitted without fully protecting the combustible
surface as described in AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Appendix C, Table C1.
(b) Where the horizontal clearance distance is less than 200mm and the
top of the horizontal combustible surface is above the top of the trivet
the exposed vertical combustible surface must be protected as
described in AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Appendix C, Table C1.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

What are the clearance distances
for barbecues (approved for indoor
installation) that comply with the
requirements of domestic cookers
and are used in residential premises?

Minimum clearance distances from a cooking surface:
»» vertically to an overhead grease filter is 1200mm
»» vertically to a combustible surface is 1200mm
»» vertically to a non-combustible surface is 600mm
»» horizontally to a vertical combustible surface is 200mm.
(However for horizontal distances less than 200mm the
vertical combustible surface must be protected as described
in AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Appendix C, Table C1.)

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

6.10.1.1 Clearance
around a gas
cooking appliance
(c) Requirement
3—additional
requirements for
freestanding and
elevated cooking
appliances
6.10.1.7 Barbecues in
residential premises
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Prosecutions
and infringements
ESV has recently taken legal proceedings
against the following individuals and companies.
»»

»»

»»

»»

Bernhardt Fangmeire of South Geelong,
builder, appeared in the Geelong
Magistrates’ Court charged with carrying
out electrical installation work when not
licensed. Fangmeire was fined $400 without
conviction and ordered to pay an additional
$1400 costs.
Christopher Conway of Berwick, LEI,
appeared in the Geelong Magistrates’
Court charged with providing misleading
information to ESV and failing to enter
defects on an inspection certificate.
Conway was fined $500 without
conviction and ordered to pay
$1200 costs.
Steven Coveny of Warrnambool, REC,
appeared in the Ballarat Magistrates’
Court charged with aiding and abetting an
unlicensed person to carry out electrical
installation work, providing misleading
information to ESV and failing to test
electrical equipment. He was fined $1000
without conviction and ordered to pay
$800 costs.
John Ten Hoopen of Anglesea, who
is unlicensed, appeared in the Ballarat
Magistrates’ Court charged with
carrying out electrical installation
work when not licensed and aiding
and abetting a person to install unsafe
electrical equipment. He was fined
$1000 without conviction and ordered
to pay $800 costs.

»»

»»

Alistair Clunie Nicholson of Lynbrook, who
is unlicensed, appeared in the Dandenong
Magistrates’ Court charged with carrying
out electrical contracting work when
not registered, carrying out electrical
installation work when not licensed and
carrying out plumbing work when not
licensed. He was convicted and fined
$2000 and ordered to pay $800 costs.

Infringement
notice
summary

Infringement
notices
2015
Types of
infringement
notices
issued

The Essential First Step
of any excavation.
Visit www.1100.com.au
or call 1100 during business hours.

May
14
Total 0

Peter Moore of Mount Waverley, plumber,
appeared in the Melbourne Magistrates’
Court charged with two counts of carrying
out electrical installation work when
not licensed. Moore was placed on an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for
one year and was ordered to pay $1000
to the court fund along with $1250 in
costs to ESV.

Jun
14

Jul
14

Aug
14

Sep
14

Oct
14

Nov
14

Dec
14

Jan
15

Feb
15

Mar Total
15

6

12

14

2

4

5

1

7

1

8

60

REC LEW
Other

Offence
code

Offence

Penalty

Feb 15

LEW

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$738

Mar 15

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2952

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2952

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2952

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2952

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2952

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2952

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2952

LEW

1504

Fails to notify defects

$295

Never work live on switchboards
and electrical installations.
Even when you’re under the pump, there’s no
excuse to cut corners. Don’t risk electrocution
or serious injury - you may not get a second chance.

For further information visit Energy Safe Victoria
www.esv.vic.gov.au or call 03 9203 9700

